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A beautifully romantic ruffle scarf made from fleece. It will keep kids and adults warm since it’s lined and
reversible and will add a whimsical touch to any wardrobe! Make it without ruffles for boys and men!
Variation tip: This scarf can also be made from one side fleece and the other cotton or knit fabric! The
ruffles could be made from folded over cotton as well! Then it is best to sew the ruffle strips together so
the seams are on the inside of the ruffle. Use a straight stitch.

List of required materials:









Fleece
Sewing machine
Scissors
Pins
Thread
Measuring tape
Lip edge ruler (optional)
Cutting board (optional)

The following sizing chart provides measurements for scarfs with ruffles and without so you can make
them for boys and men as well! This scarf comes in two lengths which is described as “short & long”.
Cut 2 main pieces (front and back) and the given amount of ruffle strips.
Your stretch should go horizontally (from side to side) when you cut the following measurements.
For the ruffles it’s best to use a fleece that shows the print on either side or a solid colored fleece. Some
fleece fabric does not look very nice from the reverse side such as the polar fleece or some others.
Sizing chart-SCARF

width

length/short - long

yardage

Kids/toddlers:

cut 2

6”

36”-40”

12” or 1/3 yd of fleece

Adults:

cut 2

9”

54”-60”

18” or 0.5 yd of fleece

Sizing chart-RUFFLES

width/short - long

Kids/toddlers:

2” x cut 3 strips – 4 strips

Adults:

2.5” x cut 4 strips – 5 strips 60” each strip 10”-12.5” or 1/3 yd fleece

Seam allowance: 3/8”
Sew with a stretch/knit stitch or slight zigzag stitch!

length
60” each strip

yardage
6” - 8” or ¼ yd of fleece
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These should be the pieces that you have cut out (2 main scarf pieces and the necessary amount of
ruffle strips)

To make the ruffles:
Most fleece fabric does not require to be finished on the edges because it does not unravel! Not
finishing the edges makes this scarf look very soft and comfy!
You need a continues ruffle and want to sew each piece together as follows, place one end of your ruffle
strip slightly over the other end as shown. Let it overlap for 3/8”.
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Pin and sew each edge with backstitch and zigzag stitch right over the edge. Sew from both sides!

This pictures shows you one zigzag stitched side:
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This should be your finished seam:

To ruffle your fabric:
Set your sewing machine to the longest stitch length and the highest number tension. This way
your machine should automatically gather your fabric! (If your machine doesn’t allow this
setting you may set your tension to 2-3 and to the longest stitch length and sew. Then manually
pull the upper thread to gather your ruffle. )
Sew along the edge with a seam allowance of about ¼ inch very slowly.
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Ruffle your fleece fabric in several sections since your ruffle strip is too long to ruffle at once! I ruffle it
every 20” then start over where I stopped. This pictures shows where I stopped:

This should now be your finished (long) ruffle:

To continue with adding ruffles and other scarf side:
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Trim off all corners of the main scarf pieces to make them rounded:

Place your main scarf piece with right side up (printed side or right side of fleece plush).
Position your ruffle with sewn edge along the main piece’s outer edge:

Slightly and carefully distribute the gathers to make the ruffle yield over the entire main piece.
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You want to slightly overlap the ends of the ruffle centered at the long side of the main piece, to ensure
a little bit of give once you sew all pieces together.

NOTE: I do not instruct to sew the ruffle into a circle simply because fleece has lots of stretch and it
could happen easily that once you sew the reverse side on with the ruffles inside, that your fleece is
stretch and appears to bulky and the ruffle just don’t look good.
Place your other main scarf piece with right side down onto the ruffle……..
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…….and carefully pin every layer together:

Pin all the way around and leave the center opening of the ruffle unpinned to be able to adjust it once
you sew.
Right underneath my center opening are the open ends of the ruffle. Start sewing all the way around
with a slight zigzag stitch and backstitch beginning and end. While you are sewing it’s very important to
check every few inches to make sure you are sewing through all layers (outside pieces and ruffle). Leave
the opening unsewn:
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This is how your scarf should look now (a bit bulky due to the stretch of the fleece):

Turn your scarf inside out:
Now you may adjust the ruffle to “close” the gap and sew the ruffle together as shown in section “to
sew ruffles” on page 2.
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Pin top opening and hand stitch closed. Turn around and repeat with other opening.

Done!

For all questions or suggestions to make this pattern better please email me at
whimsycouture@hotmail.com
Thank you so much for using this pattern!
To find more sewing patterns please visit www.whimsycouturesewingpatterns.com/
Copyright © Whimsy Couture/2010 (do not copy or distribute without my consent)

